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Abstract
The coronal-radicular amputation or radicular hemisection is defined as the sectioning fragments
coronal-radicular of the lower molar with clinical damage followed endodontic treatment and
prosthetics rehabilitation. This clinical treatment is viable in presence of the radicular decay or
furca damage. This is a report case of radicular hemisection of lower molar with decay and bone
loss that compromise distal root. The objective was elimination of distal root and conserved mesial root with endodontic and prosthetics treatment.
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1. Introduction
The hemisection is a clinical procedure to refer the sectioning of a mandibular molar in two fragments, followed
by the removal of diseased root and its coronal portion [1] [2]. Then retained root is treated endodontically for
its subsequent prosthetic rehabilitation [3]. This procedure preserves partial tooth structure and reduces the resorption of alveolar bone [4].
Indications for the root hemisection include:
1) Solution of prosthetics problem: a) loss of the structure of a fixed prosthesis support; b) decay of root lesion at level of the furca.
2) Solution for periodontal disease, including lesions at level of the furca.
3) Solutions for endodontic problem: a) failure of previous canal treatment; b) root resorption; c) complication
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of endodontic treatment or root perforation.
4) Solution for vertical root fracture with multiradicular teeth [5].
The success of the hemisection of molar treatment depends on the following factors: the selection of the case,
accurate diagnostic and periodontal status (level of alveolar bone support), establishing optimal occlusal forces
with minimum trauma, performing satisfactory endodontic procedures, placing a fixed prosthesis and establishing an optimal oral hygiene environment [6].
The aim of this paper is to describe and show an option of clinical treatment of hemisection in a patient with
decay and bone loss in mandibular molar.

2. Case Report
Female 44 years old, enters the dental clinic CLICAM of University of Zacatecas, Mexico, referred by the Zacatecas Health Center for endodontic treatment. In the medical examination, the patient not referred history of
systemic disease. The clinical examination reveals plaque, extensive decay in OD. 46 limited to the mesial portion of the clinical crown. The pain sensitivity test was negative. Radiograph evaluation presents a minimal bone
loss and radiolucent area involving the root furcation and distal root, without mesial tooth affectation (Figure
1(a)). The diagnosis was pulp necrosis of OD. 46. Two treatment options explained to the patient, one of them is
the hemisection of the distal root of the molar, and their subsequent rehabilitation and as a last alternative, intends total extraction and placement of a fixed prosthesis. The patient chose the treatment of hemisection. As
first step was the removal of decay with a ball bur #2, the mesial canal treatment of the OD. 46 was conducted,
vestibular and lingual canals was filled with gutta-percha [Hygienic, Coltene, Germany], cementing with sealapexTM [Sealapex, Sybronendo, USA] (Figure 1(b)) and temporary sealed with cavitTM [3M ESPE, Spain].

Figure 1. Steps of hemisection radicular. (a) Periapical X-ray initial with decay in furca and loss of
dental structure in distal wall; (b) Endodontic procedure in mesial root; (c) Hemisection radicular; (d)
Division of roots with elevators; (e) Distal root extracted; (f) Final X-ray with root canal finished; (g)
Control radiograph 3 months; (h) Final restoration.
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After one week was finished the hemisection of the tooth number 46, with the technique described follow, the
flap should provide adequate visualization and instrumentation access and minimize surgical trauma (Figure
1(c)). The section cut was performed with a high-speed fissure bur and the extraction of the distal root were
made, being careful traumatize or damaging the roots and adjacent bone (Figure 1(d) and Figure 1(e)).
If necessary, bone surgery is performed to regularized the alveolar bone and discover the margins of the root
structure for seal the final restoration. Before placed the flap, we take an x-ray that verify the continuity of the
cut section (Figure 1(f)), making sure not to leave a dentinal step that prevents an adequate adaptation of the
soft tissue and generate difficulties for adequate fit of the restoration. After 3 months a final restoration was
placed and control radiograph were made (Figure 1(g) & Figure 1(h)) without clinical and radiographic symptoms.

3. Discussion
The radicular hemisection or coronal radicular amputation is an alternative clinical in multirradicular teeth with
periodontal and decay damage. These procedures have contraindications: roots are fused, inability to perform an
endodontic-prosthetic treatment and non acceptation patient [6]. The present report case describes a clinical
management of radicular hemisection in OD. 46 with periodontal damage in distal root, endodontic treatment
and prosthetic rehabilitation were placed. Actually in dentristy exists immense advances and clinical options for
patients to conserve teeth how periodontal, endodontic and operatory treatments. The lower molars are the more
frequently extracted because a high incidence of decay and periodontal disease that involved furca or roots that
impossibility endodontic and prosthetic treatments. In this topic the radicular hemisection or coronal-radicular
amputation plays an important role for conservate these teeth [7].
Saad et al. (2009) reported a hemisection in molar with affectation distal, it was pillar in prosthetic restoration
of units three, it was affected with extends cavity in middle third. Endodontic treatment in mesial canals and
hemisection of the distal root were made. Immediately provisional restoration was placed and three months later
a definitely fixed prosthesis was place and follow-up 1 year with a satisfactory result. Therefore, it suggests that
the radicular hemisection was an appropriate treatment in this particular clinical condition, where damage was
limited in root distal [8]. Pai et al. reported a similar case in 2014 and concluded that coronal radicular amputation or hemisection can be an alternative as another treatment modality by conservative lower molar with furca
damage [9].
Although the successes of a hemisection tooth depends factors how: periodontal condition, endodontic treatment, prosthetic rehabilitation, patient cooperation, bone quality and support preserved root preserved. Park
(2009) reported a case with mobility in two molars, a hemisection mesial root and distal root the first and second
molar were made respectively. The final restoration was carried using a temporary filled for one month and
three months later a finally restoration was placed [10]. In hemisection procedures two factors are very important: first endodontic treatment and second the final restoration, for it is necessary given an enough time for
healing and remodeling of periodontal tissues. Scientific evidences showed that the maturation of periodontal
tissues occurs after three months of the surgery [11]. In radicular hemisection, hybrid prosthesis is used; include
an endodontic treatment and prosthetic rehabilitation [12]. In this case report we used a hybrid prosthetics with a
prosthetic and endodontic treatment in mesial root and distal root hemisection.
Anita and Rao (2015) reported other option of radicular hemisection, in clinical cases that present a vertical
fracture in a single root with healthy periodontium, the other root give a provides good retention and support for
definitive prosthesis [13].

4. Conclusion
Finally the coronal-radicular amputation or hemisection is a viable clinical treatment to preserve a multiradicular
tooth with periodontal, trauma and decay implications in furca. It is indispensable good clinical criteria based on
diagnosis, prognosis for case selection, endodontic-prosthetic treatments for clinical success and clinical control.
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